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Han Jintian quickly swallowed the food in his mouth and asked with wide eyes, “Qingqing, you actually 

know Xing Yue?” 

 

 

Feng Qing nodded and said disapprovingly, “What’s wrong? Is it very strange? Brother Xing Yue is a very 

famous figure in Country F. I often hear his name on the news in Xia country. Moreover, when we 

participated in the International Fragrance Competition, he was the chief security officer in charge of the 

entire competition, so we got to know each other naturally.” 

 

 

With that, she even commented, “Brother Xing Yue has a very good personality. He’s gentle and 

approachable, and he doesn’t put on airs. I’ve eaten with him and Little Jiu Jiu. I remember that his taste 

was the same as mine.” 

 

 

Han Jintian and Han Jinlu looked at each other, but neither of them said anything else. Xie Jiuhan’s deep 

eyes swept across them. He said in a cold voice, “What’s your relationship with Xing Yue?” 

 

 

Feng Qing was stunned when she heard Xie Jiuhan’s words. She raised her head in confusion and looked 

at the two brothers of the Han family. A cold and arrogant smile appeared on his face. Xie Jiuhan said, 

“When I first saw Xing Yue, I felt that it was very strange. When I saw Xing Yue’s face, I felt like I had 

seen it somewhere before. Now that Qingqing has said this, I realize that Xing Yue looks very similar to 

the two of you. Although he has a square face, his facial features are very similar to yours.” 

 

 

 

Han Jintian did not hide anything and said, “Actually, Xing Yue is our big brother.” 

 



 

Feng Qing was stunned before she said curiously, “Wow, Xing Yue is actually your eldest brother?! This-

this is too much of a coincidence, right? You two look a little alike. Could it be that you’re biological 

brothers?” 

 

 

Han Jintian wiped his mouth and said, “That’s right. He’s our biological brother. Less than a year after 

Xing Yue was born, he was sent to Country F and raised by a friend who had not become the president. 

That person later became like a fish in water in his career and even became the President of Country F, 

which is now Xing Yue’s adoptive father.” 

 

 

Feng Qing looked shocked. “What? Xing Yue was sent out to be raised?” 

 

 

Han Jintian nodded and said calmly, “What’s wrong with that? Didn’t even me and this cripple be given 

to the two brothers of the Han family to raise?” 

 

 

Feng Qing asked curiously, “Then who gave all three of you away?” 

 

 

Han Jintian replied, “She’s our biological mother. She personally sent the three of us out.” 

 

 

Feng Qing was even more surprised and hurriedly asked, “Then why did your mother do this? She 

personally gave her children to someone else to raise. She must have had her own difficulties back then, 

right?” 

 



 

Han Jintian took a deep breath and said, “That’s right. She was indeed forced. If she brought us, who 

were still babies back then, she wouldn’t have been able to escape from the enemy at all. It would have 

easily caused us to die collectively. In order to let us live, she could only be heartless and give us to 

others as adopted children.” 

 

 

Feng Qing blinked her clear and large eyes. She didn’t expect that this pair of brothers from the Han 

family had experienced so much since they were young. They were separated from their biological 

mother and had lacked maternal love since they were young. Their life experience was already strange 

enough. 

 

 

“Did your mother escape? Did she come back to visit you later?” Feng Qing asked. 

 

 

Han Jintian and Han Jinlu looked at each other. Han Jintian took a deep breath again and left the chair. 

For the first time, he put away his sloppy posture and said seriously, “Actually, you know our biological 

mother too.” 

 

 

Upon hearing this, Feng Qing’s eyes trembled. She asked in surprise, “I know her? She’s…” 

 

 

Han Jintian looked at Han Jinlu again. Seeing that the other party had no intention of objecting, he said, 

“Her name is Feng Yiru.” 

 

 



Feng Qing was stunned. The name Feng Yiru was both familiar and unfamiliar to her. In an instant, Feng 

Yiru’s voice and appearance appeared in her mind. That outstanding and talented woman, that gentle 

and amiable woman, was actually the biological mother of Xing Yue and the Han brothers? It was simply 

unbelievable. 

 

 

Looking at her shocked expression, Han Jintian said, “Feng Yiru is the biological mother of me and this 

cripple. There’s no doubt about that!” 

 

 

Han Jinlu added, “Since we’ve already said this, I won’t hide it anymore. At first, the three of us thought 

that you were our cousin. After all, you were still a member of the Feng family at that time. However, 

later on, you did a paternity test and proved that you aren’t of the Feng family’s bloodline. Then, from a 

biological and blood-related perspective, you aren’t our cousin.” 

 

 


